GET A JUMP START
ON SUCCESS
Gaming Laboratories International (GLI®) experts pride themselves on having the
ability to meet strict deadlines. In order to help our clients speed product time to
market, we oﬀer Quality Assurance (QA) and pre-compliance testing.
Pre-compliance testing involves working collaboratively with vendors to test new
games and components as they are developed and prior to being submitted to
the test lab for formal regulatory certiﬁcation. Our goal is to detect functional and
compliance-related issues early within the development lifecycle, allowing for
earlier remediation.
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BENEFITS OF
PRE-COMPLIANCE TESTING
Pre-compliance testing has been shown to
reduce the number of issues encountered by
the independent test lab during formal
regulatory testing. In turn, this extra step
increases a supplier’s ﬁrst pass rate and
reduces the product’s time to market.
Defects identiﬁed early in the development
lifecycle are almost always easier and
cheaper to resolve. Early engagement of the
GLI test team during requirements deﬁnition
and design activities will facilitate early
detection of defects.

TAKE ADVANTAGE
OF OUR EXPERTISE

Additional beneﬁts of implementing a QA and
pre-compliance testing regimen include (but
are not limited to):
■

GLI utilizes unmatched market intelligence.
We are the only independent test lab that
employs key market experts in every region
of the world, allowing us to provide our
clients with invaluable insights into upcoming
trends and key factors that will impact
gaming products entering the marketplace.
Our nearly 30 years of global compliance
testing and expertise has allowed us to
compile an extensive database of
regulations, conditions, clariﬁcations and
best practices in the industry. Our clients are
able to leverage this important information
during pre-compliance and compliance
testing to ensure compliant products are
brought to market most eﬀiciently.
In addition, we are the only independent test
lab in the gaming industry that has a proven
track record of reducing gaming suppliers’
global time-to-market through an integrated
pre-compliance and formal compliance
testing approach.

■
■

■

■

Reduces test time and testing cycles
while at the lab
Reduces time to market for new products
Reduces supplier staﬀ overhead and
training costs
Creates pre-established product familiarity
by GLI resources
Results in higher quality products entering
the marketplace

Additional GLI Resources
Interested in testing your product’s
interoperability yourself but lack the resources?
GLI can help! We oﬀer full-service lab suites that
are hooked up to the latest and greatest
systems. Use our resources to test your products
and work out technical bugs before they are
sent to the lab for testing. Not sure how to solve
a technical glitch? Our experts are always
nearby to assist you.
GLI’s core purpose is to be the trusted global compliance
and quality expert relied upon by our clients – delivering
world-class customer service and value that is unmatched.
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